T H E CRE SCENT

TH E CR E S CE NT

The Crescent by CALA Homes marks the next chapter

The vision of award-winning architects,

in Edinburgh’s iconic World Heritage New Town.

The Crescent strikes the perfect balance between

Set within 18 acres of private grounds, the largest
communal green space of its kind within the capital,

effortless elegance and grand stature, creating a
contemporary architectural statement.

The Crescent offers instant access to one of the

Comprising a collection of luxury residences,

world’s most vibrant cities, yet is equally able to

including penthouses, large garden apartments

seduce with its secluded, natural charm.

and duplexes, the New Town is presented with an

The Georgian crescent has long been one of

elegant introduction to a new age in design.

Edinburgh’s most quintessential designs and, to this

These distinctive one, two and three bedroom

day, forms some of the most sought-after addresses

homes, enjoying up to 2,700 square feet,

in the capital. The Crescent continues the legacy of

entice you to experience a new approach to

this pioneering design classic, advancing it towards

modern living within a rather impressive

an even more ambitious future.

UNESCO World Heritage location.

AHE A D OF T HE C URVE

ARCHITECT URAL VISION

DELIBERATELY CONTEMPORARY IN DESIGN THE
CRESCENT IS CLEARLY ‘OF ITS TIME AND OF ITS PLACE’
AND PROVIDES AN EXCITING JUXTAPOSITION TO ITS
IMMEDIATE HISTORIC CONTEXT, WITHIN THE GROUNDS
OF THE RENOWNED DONALDSON’S ESTATE, AS WELL AS
EDINBURGH’S WORLD HERITAGE NEW TOWN.

R I C HA R D M UR P HY OB E
A R C HI T E C T

CAP I TAL ST Y LE

CAP I TAL ST Y LE

Edinburgh is a city quite unlike any other.
Recognised as Scotland’s capital in the 15th
century, its Old Town offers a warren of winding
streets and hidden alleyways, punctuated by
grandiose palaces and cathedrals, all overseen
by its historic castle. Although much admired

of modern sweeping crescents, wide open avenues
and sprawling green spaces created an instant
feeling of light, space and overall elegance that
sparked an immense pride within its dwellers and,
in turn, ignited the imagination of town and city
planners the world over.

today for its quirky mix of architectural styles

The New Town was, and still remains, a unique

that see buildings, bridges and roadways weave

living space, and one very much in demand.

themselves into a maze of constant discovery,

Today New Town and Old are what define

this was once a city that appeared to have almost

Edinburgh and, sitting in equal partnership,

no direction in its design.

encourage constant admiration from resident,

It was not until the 18th century, and the birth of

tourist, historian and architect alike.

its neoclassical New Town, that this capital city

As home to no fewer than three national galleries,

began to sharpen its focus, and to turn heads as

numerous festivals, leading department stores

one of Europe’s leaders in innovation, ambition

and high-end restaurants, Edinburgh has become

and style. Originally seen as a means of easing

a year-round attraction for shopping, culture,

overcrowding and of preventing wealthy citizens

business and leisure – a world-class destination

from seeking residence elsewhere, the introduction

on your doorstep.

A NE W PE RSPECT IVE

INNE R P E AC E

I NNE R P E ACE

The Crescent enjoys a secluded location

space with multi-level, interconnecting living areas

within mature gardens, and offers a wealth of

throughout. Enhanced height areas to the front of

opportunity for inspired living.

each apartment provide superb spaces to relax,

Expansive floor-to-ceiling glass windows make
a stunning first statement, offering an enticing
invitation to the world outside, while creating a
dynamic living space awash with light. These
unique, south-facing panoramic views present a

impress and entertain. This is not simply open plan
living, but intelligent living – an inspired vision of
carefully arranged zones that remove needless
obstacles to create an uninterrupted flow to
modern day life.

vital connection between indoors and out, with the

Quiet family time can also be enjoyed within the

capital providing a dramatic and ever-changing

more intimate single level living areas to the rear.

ambiance from day to night and from one season

Facing away from the city encourages an instant

to the next.

change of pace and therefore the perfect place

Paying homage to its historical predecessor, its

to unwind.

generous use of volume and height takes every

This is a residence that can only encourage

aspect of this iconic design to its limit.

a life of balance and harmony, more than

Although every apartment has a unique outlook,
all enjoy a dynamic interpretation of interior

satisfying those in search of the ultimate
21st century lifestyle.

SANCTUARY

SANCT UARY

The Crescent offers a living experience you simply

Private living space to the rear of each apartment

will not find anywhere else. It provides the perfect

quickly turns your attention from the bright city lights

modern home within the capital, yet day-to-day

to a more peaceful inner-city sanctuary, so any

life will often feel like it is a million miles away.

temptations can find perfect balance when the time

Set within generous landscaped gardens, the

finally comes to retreat.

impressive sandstone frontage provides no hint of

Rear gardens and patio areas allow the perfect

the unspoiled space beyond, as the imposing,

level of seclusion to enjoy family time or to entertain.

city-facing façade gives way to quiet rural retreat.

Leafy woodlands entice your gaze even further

Contrasting dual aspects from front and rear
will not only change your outlook, but your
whole perspective on everyday life. On one
side, grandiose Georgian architecture beckons,
encouraging you to explore the New Town and

back to nature as they weave their way gently down
to the Water of Leith, allowing you and your family
to turn your back on the busy city whenever the
mood demands, and to become part of a quieter
city beyond.

the captivating capital city beyond, yet by simply

The Crescent brings you city living without the

turning around, life immediately changes pace,

pressure, because this is a place that will allow you to

encouraging you to enjoy a more relaxed, green

take the fast with the slow, to enjoy the excitement of

and serene way of living.

the city, or to select an easy route to total relaxation.

UR BA N E SCA P E

ORIGINATING FROM THE EXPANSIVE COUNTRY SETTING OF
THIS 1800’S ESTATE, OUTDOOR SPACE HERE IS INSPIRED BY THE
RURAL IDY LL. A PERCEPTION OF BEING IN THE COUNTRY WHILE
IN THE HEART OF THE CAPITAL IS OUR UNDERLY ING CONCEPTUAL
APPROACH, JUST AS WILLIAM PLAYFAIR INTENDED.
THE IDEA OF FORMAL LANDSCAPING AS YOU APPROACH THE
BUILDINGS, COUPLED WITH THE NATURAL, WILD BOUNDARIES
THAT KEEP THE CITY AT BAY IS A COMPELLING ONE. THIS LAYERED,
SECLUDED LANDSCAPE REINFORCES THE HISTORIC SETTING AND
ITS CONNECTION TO THE CAPITAL, WHILE OFFERING RESIDENTS
A VERDANT, PRIVATE PLAYGROUND THAT FEELS FAR REMOVED
FROM URBAN LIFE.

P O L MAC D ON A L D
DI R E C TO R O F O P T I M I S E D E N VI R ON ME N T S

BACK TO NAT URE

INSP I R ED DESIGN

I NSP I R E D DE SI G N

With this new lifestyle comes a distinct sense

of dynamic spaces, and providing a solution

of arrival.

fine-tuned to modern living that is both practical

Sweeping past the expansive lawn, fragrant

and pleasing to the eye.

orchards and landscaped gardens offers a whole

From each entry way, every floor is limited to just

new approach to New Town apartment living.

two luxury apartments, boasting high specification

The gently curving, natural buff sandstone extends

interiors and unparalleled city views. Penthouses

a warm welcome, with granite footpaths and

are accessed from a further private staircase or

patio areas providing a stylishly formal finishing

elevator revealing a 180-degree glass entrance,

touch to this unique urban location.

ensuring that breathtaking moments for both

All aspects pay homage to the rich architectural

residents and guests are many.

heritage of the city, while the very latest solar

The Crescent may have been inspired by an

control glass and aluminium accents give this

iconic design, but this is a building equally

imposing structure its contemporary edge.

inspired by the future, offering the perfect solution

Each property also enjoys private parking space –

to those looking for a home that will not simply

an enviable asset to centre of the city living.

stand the test of time, but will mark a huge

Equal consideration has been paid to interior
design, making the most effective and creative use

turning point in Edinburgh’s already impressive
architectural timeline.

CALA HOME S

For almost 150 years, CALA has been a name

we will always apply the same exacting standards

synonymous with style, elegance and quality,

of quality, craftsmanship and attention to detail,

but it is within the last four decades that we have

for which we are renowned.

secured a firm foothold as one of the UK’s premier
home builders. With this highly coveted position
comes responsibility, and so we take great pride
in providing premium homes in some of the UK’s
most sought-after areas.

development, we are driven by new challenges,
selecting prime locations in which to build
exceptional properties, including multi-award
winning Edinburgh developments Albert Dock

CALA operates nationally through eight regional

in Leith, Trinity Park in Trinity, and more recently

businesses, three in Scotland covering the principal

Kinleith Mill in Currie.

cities of Edinburgh, Glasgow and Aberdeen, with
our Scottish headquarters in Edinburgh, four
within the Home Counties, including our southern
headquarters at Beaconsfield in Buckinghamshire,
and an eighth in the Midlands.

With highly acclaimed developments throughout
the country, CALA takes great care to ensure
that we remain sensitive to the areas we
develop, taking inspiration from our surroundings
and creating properties with both poise and

Today CALA continues to set standards, seeking

purpose, reflective of local history and habitat.

out new directions in design, incorporating the

CALA places ultimate emphasis on the needs of

very latest ideas in architecture and embracing

our customers, surpassing their expectations, for

cutting edge innovation. From a one bedroom

decades to come.

apartment to a six bedroom family mansion,

ALBERT DOCK, LEITH, EDINBURGH

From conservation area to brownfield
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Local photography is courtesy of Adobe Stock, iStock, Scottish Viewpoint and Unsplash. Computer generated images are also for indicative purposes only. The computer generated images do not necessarily represent
the actual finishings/elevations or treatments, furnishings and fittings to be included at this development. This brochure is for general information purposes only and nothing set out or referred to in this brochure shall
form the basis of any contract, nor may it be otherwise be relied upon. This brochure does not provide any representation, warranty, assurance or undertaking (express or implied). Information contained in this brochure
is accurate at the time of going to print (November 2017).
This is a development by CALA Evans Restoration Limited, a company registered in Scotland with company number SC241990 and having its registered office at Johnstone House, 52-54 Rose Street, Aberdeen, AB10 1HA.

